We have directed 63 OPEN LETTERS with a direct message requesting
your support to promote NATION GLOBAL ENERGYS, they are: Keanu Reeves, Jim
Carrey, Kirsten Green, Evan Spiegel, John Lewis, Biram Dah Abeid, Cindy Arlette, Contreras
Bautista, Noam Chomsky, Edward Snowden, Persi Diaconis, Jane Goodall, Alan Guth,
Stephen Hawking, Donald Knuth A Knuth, Gordon Moore, Roger Penrose, Frederick
Sanger, Charles Townes, Craig Venter, James Watson, Andrew Wiles, Will Smith, Rihanna,
Lady Gaga, Justin Bieber, Angelina Jolie, Robert Downey Jr., Matt Damon, Woody
Harrelson, Leonardo DiCaprio, Madonna, Rafael Nadal, David Guetta, Oprah Winfrey,
Meryl Streep, Salma Hayek, Dominika Paleta, Daniela Magún, Érika Zaba, Cecilia Galliano,
Joy, Kanye West, Joy Cho, James Corden, Laci Green, Josh Holz y Daniel Lara, Johnetta Elzie
y DeRay Mckesson, J.K. Rowling, Felix Arvid Ulf Kjellberg, Lele Pons, Cristiano Ronaldo,
Caitlyn Jenner, Essena O’Neil, Narendra Modi, Alex Jones, David Ike, Emilio Carrillo, Sergi
Torres, Miguel Bosé, Papa Francisco, Timothy John, Estrella Núñez.

(Decalogue ENERGYS)

Keanu Reeves, Jim Carrey, Leonardo DiCaprio, Angelina
Jolie, Matt Damon, Meryl Streep, Robert Downey Jr., Salma Hayek, Will Smith, Woody
Harrelson… WE

AGREE THAT:

1. The Human Race has long lived between fear and lies with a total
absence of love for itself and the rest of citizens.
2. Politicians, governments and religious authorities have been unable to
eradicate hunger, poverty, crime and unemployment.
3. Men and women of the world have become automatons and are slaves
of a machinery that subjects them every day.
4. The recovery of consciousness and the return to the vitality of energy
are options that only depend on each person.
5. The dignity and freedom begins with the sovereignty of the soul that is
above the laws, institutions and popular beliefs and fashions.
6. If the money known today is created by the financial entities with a
simple click on the computers, in the same way people can create a
payment method that is backed up by its human value.
7. From honesty and courage, men and women of the planet can facilitate
a healthy, peaceful and solidary world.
8. Personal commitment and understanding of individual responsibility
that impacts the world, the population can make voluntary agreements to
help each other.
9. There is another way of being and being in the world to express itself from
empathy and concord, dedicating itself to the general well-being that favors
shared joy.
10. A society that does not contemplate the consciousness of unity and
universal brotherhood is a sick society.

https://globalnation.site

EMAIL CONTACT: hello@globalnation.site
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Hello, Keanu Reeves ... I hope that health and joy are
embraced in the heart of your soul, we greet you with affection and respect to
tell you the following:
You are a famous actor, but a humble and simple human being.
You know that synchrony and symbiosis between people are of vital
importance for human relationships.
In your profession, if there is no chemistry with the other actors you do not
enjoy work ... but there are always meeting points for a favorable connection
when you inquire enough into the other, which is also part of you ... All human
beings have wonderful and fantastic qualities and, a human being, represent
the entire human race, do we agree with this statement?
You are a person who inspires, for this reason we are contacting you. You said
"I cannot be part of a world where being kind to a person is a
disadvantage" ... "A society where love is left aside and is forgotten" ... "A
world where the vast majority invests time and money for their car but
it costs them to save time for them self and end up looking completely
poor inside an a impressive car "..."A world where men and women lose
their personality and essence, where all this is called freedom to
choose".

Exact!
We agree with you, Keanu Reeves. We live a world of artifice and superficiality.
We need to practice the Fundamental Humanist Principles and face the
challenge
of
social
innovation
born
of
the
soul.
We have also asked ourselves the question: Are we going to continue
perpetuating the Sick Society or are we going to contribute to the birth of the
IMPROVED SOCIETY?
And surely you will ask us, how is a better society built?
Keep in mind that we do not intend to criticize the System or overthrow any
power, but simply offer a more interesting and pleasant alternative, we urge
you as a globally relevant media character to support the cause of the Improved
Society and to energize the global citizen movement ENERGYS.
And surely you will ask, how can I help to build an improved society?
Your sincerity has generated controversy ... is it time to lead a controversial but
necessary and urgent movement in our time?
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As NEO of Matrix, do you have a path that you must lead and move from
fiction to reality on Earth? ... What do you think?
Maybe you can explain to the citizens of the world that just like you who grew
up with the dream of acting and making movies in Hollywood and you climbed
20 years old to a car leaving behind Toronto, Canada, to drive to Los Angeles
... you must drive your people live until they reach the healthy and peaceful
world that inhabits the hearts of the human race ... yes?.
In this case, we propose that you disseminate the Planetary Citizen Agenda and
actively involve yourself in the ENERGYS Team. Thanks for being who you are
and doing what you do, Keanu Reeves.

Hello, Jim Carrey ... I hope that health and joy are
embraced in the heart of your soul, we greet you with affection and respect to
tell you the following:
You are a prestigious actor with great ability for comedy, you also write, paint
and in recent years have given your public opinion.
You call the attention of the media and are debating whether it is a histrionic
way to promote your career for Hollywood to hire you or it really is a spiritual
journey to the inside of yourself ... in our opinion: You are now more in tune
with you self, and in the control of your life, of what you had never been before.
"An energy field that dances by itself. There is no me or you. We are not
here. Everything is a dream. There are only things happening. Nothing
starts or ends, it is always happening. This is the question: it is not our
world. We do not matter”.
They already express the value of telling the truth some thinkers: Nietzsche,
Sócrates, Zenón de Sitio, Schopenhauer, Diógenes de Sinope ... They also knew
that it disturbs people lethargic and sedated by superficiality and banalism,
people hypnotized by the consumerism that points all advertising.
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You who consider the traditional media insipid, empty and who have made a
turn of one hundred and eighty degrees with your internal embrace,
demonstrate courage and honesty by saying "It was never an existential
crisis, it was a discovery. I think that all people try to add things to
themselves so that they can finally define themselves and so when
someone approaches they can explain -Oh, look, I am like that- always
within the scheme of the System and with the labels of what the System
wait for you, But if you really get to you, you will realize the great
emptiness. You understand that it is not about being a robot or a sheep,
but about just letting you flow, away from a contracted personality and
a way of being trap by the System".
Exact! The doctrine that makes the armor that suffocates the soul.
"It's the difference between having a house and having MY HOUSE.
There is a world of difference. The MY is the problem. Then you can do
all this without mine involved".
We agree with you, Jim Carrey. We live a world of artifice and superficiality.
We need to practice the Fundamental Humanist Principles and face the
challenge of social innovation born of the soul.
We have also asked ourselves the question: Are we going to continue
perpetuating the Sick Society or are we going to contribute to the birth of the
IMPROVED SOCIETY?
As Truman Burbank in the movie The Truman Show (a live life), you cross
the revolving door ... You mention during the documentary (Jim and Andy)
"The door is the discovery that all that surrounds us, ourselves, is not
Real, we are not real. Everything is illusion. A cartoon It is the avatar
created to please others".
We agree with you Jim Carrey, that avatar or Ego takes us away from the soul
to turn a large majority of the population into pieces of machinery and, only a
select few, celebrities who function as stars to imitate and copy, but which are
also enclosed in a fish tank.
You add "But at some point you have to remove the shell that is not you
... At some point you have to live as your true self. This is constantly
reaffirmed as a teaching ... as a representation of my own career. I
interpreted a prophecy about myself".
Certainly, men and women create "projections of themselves" that have
nothing to do with the natural essence of being HUMAN BEING. But not all
have a good script to go through that spiritual journey of recovering
themselves.
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Most of them just seek to be popular and successful. But never measuring
success from personal growth. They do it from the material, the accumulation
of objects and possessions.
Jim, you say without hesitation "You go to the office with the monkey suit
and you act in one way, you say certain things, and you always lie. You
do what it takes to see you as the winner"... Exactly! And that impoverishes
people as citizens. But that is what most men and women do because they are
distracted and focused only on fitting into the structure of the System.
You say: "I found the hole in the psyche and I'm going to enter. And I will
face the abyss of not knowing. Whether people will like it or not".
Jim, in some way, the little citizen who arrives at the cradle on Earth, is raised
by the corporation called System within a Matrix led by an elite of "masters of
the world". Now that there are many people who have discovered this
simulated reality that subjects us and enslaves us for life, we can decide to
escape and get on the ENERGYS freedom sailboat.
Probably you better than anyone else can explain to the citizens of the world
how this transition is made ... mutation ... step from circle to spiral ...
The seashore that you crossed as Truman to reach the door that allowed you
to free yourself at the end of the film, whose reverence to the public was a nice
way to say goodbye ... Do you consider it a premonition of your true testimony?
Do you understand that it serves as encouragement for the rest of the world's
population? Tell us, what do you think about it?
Should people lead their lives until they reach the threshold of the healthy and
peaceful world that inhabits the hearts of the human race ... yes?
In this case, we propose that you disseminate the Planetary Citizen Agenda and
actively involve yourself in the ENERGYS Team. Thank you for having the
courage to expose yourself as you really are, Jim Carrey.

Hello, Leonardo DiCaprio ... I hope that health and
joy are embraced in the heart of your soul, we greet you with affection and
respect to tell you the following:
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In addition to a Hollywood superstar, you demonstrate your environmental
commitment by describing global warming as "the number one challenge", and
driving an electric hybrid vehicle. In your house you have solar panels and,
unlike other celebrities, you travel on commercial flights instead of private
planes. Is this enough to solve the unfortunate situation of our planet? ...
You are a gay rights activist, that's fine, but what about children who do not
have water and food ...
You said when you received your first Oscar "Climate change is real, it is
happening right now, it is the most urgent threat that our species has to
face, we need to work together and stop procrastinating".
Exact! Stop postponing, but it is even better to face once and for all, all
obstacles, with a definitive solution ... can you accompany us as a main actor
in the task?
You point out in your documentary (BEFORE IS TOO LATE) "The need to act
against climate change for the children of our children, and for all those
whose voices have been silenced by the policy of greed". However, you do
not mention feeding as one of the biggest aggressive agents Global warming is
produced by industrial farms and not by the use of motor vehicles, the poles
melting, is due to the consumption of hamburgers, milk, cheese and eggs. How
many NGOs raise the alarm by campaigning on this particular issue? None!
They accept industry donations and distract the activist audience with other
things.
You define yourself in your Twitter account as "actor and environmentalist",
and, we ask you, do you want to raise the bar to the condition of humanitarian
activist?
If you really want to "Work for the health and well-being of all the
inhabitants of the Earth", you would like to promote a healthy and peaceful
and solidary world, yes?
You say: "Let's not take this planet for granted". Well, if you consider that
the citizens of the planet have much more to say than the International
Organizations, we ask for your support so that ENERGYS Method is globally
known.
Certainly, this is how you say "We have to work together, collectively, and
we have to support leaders from all over the world who do not speak on
behalf of big polluters and large corporations, but who speak on behalf
of the whole Humanity". What if each citizen speaks, manifests and expands
in the community from the consciousness of unity and universal brotherhood,
without going through arbiters or intermediaries, and if we relieve the burden
of this sick society, what do you think, Leonardo?
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What is the greatest existential crisis that our civilization has experienced ...
global warming, hunger, poverty, crime and unemployment that spread like
plagues throughout the world ... due to the absence of human values in daily
activity, right?
You are a media platform, as an icon and symbol of success, but we contact you
for your sensitivity in relation to Nature. That's why we write you this open
letter.
You have access to privileged information, to relevant personalities of our
current world, to material and economic resources that the average citizen
lacks. Your voice will be heard with much more interest than the voice of the
unknown Ol Sasha.
You speak like this: "The moment to act is now, it is imperative that we do
it", you insist "I have the feeling that there is a ticking clock, and that it
is very urgent that we be proactive against this threat". We agree with you!
We understand that no one can be trusted by some leaders who do not agree
or clarify the truth to the people in relation to vital issues: Is there a real
warming? Did man step on the moon? Are there alien forms inhabiting our
world?
We know that since 1998 you have dedicated your time, energy and money to
social and ecological projects. Your own foundation awards grants to
innovative and effective projects, collaborative initiatives and reliable
nonprofit organizations. So, what do you think about the cause of the
Improved Society?
What do you think about the opportunity for mutual trust and reciprocal help?
Will you support the viable option of a cooperative economy that restructures
the current economic mechanism?
Protect the tigers from extinction is fine, but what happens with the young
people who do not have their first job or the still productive people who are
forced to leave their jobs or the retired and evicted retirees who nevertheless
maintain lucidity, knowledge and potential valid for society ...
Saving sharks through the enforcement of international restrictions is fine, but,
if there was a way to reduce hunger, poverty and crime, without having to
mediate institutions or governments, you would like us to talk about this
issue…
You who are part of different ecological organizations, would you like to be the
founder of the World Bank GIFTS and TALENTS that creates the Planetary
Digital Social Currency that gives people of the world real freedom, what do
you say Leonardo?
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You help us spread the concept GLOBAL NATION ENERGYS, just as in
several films, you have promoted awareness of environmental problems in your
capacity as protagonist, narrator or producer, together can we make a
documentary that shows how utopia is the place to be? What has not yet
arrived?
No longer have to go out to scream out the window as in the movie Network
"I'm more than fed up, and I do not want to continue to bear it". The time of
indignation has passed, it is time to do something constructive and definitive,
favorable, easy, and permanence in society. Just whisper the melody THE
SOLUTION IS IN ME, and dance together to the rhythm of this rhythm.
You affirmed "We need to be the ones who set the example for the rest of
the world" and, therefore, we ask for your support, because the empowerment
of the citizen in front of a corrupt system where greed and insensitivity are
present in each decision takes us away from the best version of our civilization.
We raised this question to the air: Are we going to continue perpetuating the
Sick Society or are we going to contribute to the birth of the IMPROVED
SOCIETY? And you will say, how can a better society be built? And probably
you will ask, how can I help build the improved society?
And we ask you, Leonardo: should people lead their lives until they reach the
healthy and peaceful world that inhabits the hearts of the human race?
We propose that you disseminate the Planetary Citizen Agenda and actively
involve yourself in the ENERGYS Team, Leonardo DiCaprio. We wait for
your reply…

Hello, Angelina Jolie... I hope that the health
and joy embrace in the bosom of your soul, we greet you with affection and
respect to tell you the following:
In addition to a Hollywood superstar, you are a person interested in global
poverty and the humanitarian crisis in the world. We know that you joined the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), so you have plenty
of first-hand information about the international hotbeds of tension. We are
moved by your words "We cannot ignore the crisis and ignore the fact that
millions of people are suffering. I honestly want to help. I do not feel
different from other people. I think we all want justice and equality, the
opportunity for a meaningful life. We would all like to receive help if we
were in a bad situation". Exact!
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Endow human existence with meaning. Give this existential journey a dignified
and honest sense. We agree with you!
You have gained a lot of experience, Jolie, you have become an increasingly
active participant in the promotion of humanitarian causes at the political
level.
But the time has come to get directly involved with civil society, those affected,
and the victims of the System. More than meeting with congressmen and
senators, you have to set up a team of elite programmers to release ENERGYS
Method.
We need your media shine and your image to promote the IMPROVED
SOCIETY: economy of cooperation between people and altruistic evolution at
the highest level, do these words resonate in your soul? ...
There is no greater humanitarian cause than helping to recover the dignity and
freedom of the citizens of the planet.
What do you think, Angelina Jolie?
The Millennium Project must finally eradicate poverty, hunger, crime and
unemployment definitively, right?
This is allowed by the Planetary Digital Social Currency ... there is no need for
politicians, it is enough for men and women to become each social leader of
their community and practice the commitment and responsibility of the
Fundamental Humanist Principles in society. Can you help us? Spread the
message?
If you and Brad Pitt donated $ 1,000,000 for relief efforts in Haiti after the
devastating 2010 earthquake, what you will not be able to do for planetary
citizenship.
We take this opportunity to congratulate you on the film "In the Land of Blood
and Honey", which premiered in 2011. The sexual violence against women in
wars is terrible, but more terrible in itself is war.
A war that happens because there are people who go to work in the factories
to produce all kinds of weapons, but ... if people could deploy their gifts and
talents and perform their Vital Occupation instead of being subject to the
urgency of traditional money to be able to meet your bills and basic needs,
what would happen?
Your first film as director denounced especially the massive violations in
Bosnia, what do you think about producing, directing and presenting the
documentary that solves all the problems of the world through the Anarchy of
the Soul?
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You do not have to be an accredited voice to understand the decline of our
civilization, but you need to have a media voice to gather the population and
spread a message of unity and fraternity ... We need you Angelina Jolie!
You have managed to create awareness about issues of international interest,
why not make the elixir of the Improved Society possible?
Think of children all over the world who will be able to have an opportunity as
people, rather than as mere numbers in statistics.
Young people with a promising future, instead of the current condemnation to
become pieces that fit into the machinery. Human beings are much more than
automatons, but the System only wants the subjection of the world population.
There will never be social justice in a pyramid scheme where one elite abuses
others. Equality begins with each human being having the same value as
another, and, above all, the same opportunities for decision and movement.
Can you founded with us World Bank GIFTS and TALENTS and activates the
only financial institution that does not charge interest nor does it generate
debt, since the mission is to favor social innovation and benefit among people
equally
SAY IT IN A LOUD VOICE PLEASE: Are we going to continue perpetuating the
Sick Society or are we going to contribute to the birth of the IMPROVED
SOCIETY?
ANGELINA JOLIE, YOU WANT TO KNOW: how to build a better society?
You trust that men and women can lead their lives to reach the healthy,
peaceful and solidary world inhabited by human souls ... yes?

Hello, Matt Damon ... I hope that health and joy
embrace in the bosom of your soul, we greet you with affection and respect to
tell you the following:
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For many people you are a popular actor and a brilliant screenwriter, but others
appreciate your philanthropy much more.
Your actions of individual responsibility, for example. The foundation of the
organization that aims to provide drinking water to the global communities
that need it, as well as allocate resources to prevent and stop mass atrocities.
Do you think that money is the cause of the greatest misfortunes of citizens?
You have supported the eradication of poverty with George Clooney and Brad
Pitt, but you have done it correctly, yes? Not? ...
It is GIVING FISH the solution to the problems or all the dilemmas are solved
by TEACHING HOW TO FISH to the needy ... Would you support the
empowerment of the world's citizens?
It is true that one out of 10 people in developing countries lack access to safe
drinking water. This problem mainly affects women and children, who spend
countless hours a day collecting water instead of being able to work or go to
school. It is shameful that every 90 seconds a person dies of cholera, hepatitis
or diarrhea, and that the United Nations does not resolve this issue, despite
publicly exhibiting the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
These deaths are due to the ingestion of water contaminated with chemical
and human waste, but it is not the biggest problem of planetary citizenship.
The most serious part of our current world lies and institutionalized deception,
fear and lack of love. But if there was a way by which the world would become
a healthy and peaceful place, would you like to participate in its immediate
achievement?
End the global water crisis is fundamental, but what about the crisis of values
... Would you support a movement whose purpose was the Fundamental
Humanist Principles?
Providing drinking water access to three and a half million people by 2020 is
an attractive goal, but to promote awareness of unity and universal fraternity
and general welfare among the seven and a half billion inhabitants of the
planet. Does it seem sufficiently stimulating?
You say it well "ENOUGH TO OBEY" a System that takes away the dignity and
freedom of people. There is an opportunity for citizen empowerment to "fish
together" from the vital occupation, the voluntary agreement and the
economic transaction without middle men.
You are a scriptwriter and producer, as well as a charismatic actor. Why not
make a documentary for the awakening of the conscience and the social
innovation that publicly presents the Economy of Cooperation? Publicly
present the Cooperation Economy?
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You are the chosen one to expose Global Humanized Capitalism to the global
audience, they will pay attention to you, much more than ordinary citizen like
Alex Abadal Lienas.
Other times you have used your career and celebrity position to defend
humanitarian causes, it seems right then to spread the message of the return
to mutual trust and reciprocal help that favors the common good, as in the
tribal times of our ancestors ... do you consider essential to save our current
civilization?
Maybe you can get this initiative to your friends George Clooney and Brad
Pitt. George is perhaps the most involved in the injustices of the world.
Donate large sums of money anonymously, why not finance the team of
ENERGYS Method programmers?
Clooney denounces the violations of human rights, but what if he could set in
motion a social dynamic where empathy, affection and respect were the
currency?
Brad Pitt has become a hammer for consciences. They donate funds to more
than 30 causes. Their contributions are known in humanitarian crises such as
those in Darfur, Pakistan and Haiti. Why not consider being the founder of the
World Bank GIFTS and TALENTS?
Invite them to participate with you in the lead! And please, mention this
opportunity to your fellow professionals Hugh Hackman and Edward
Norton. Hugh, Australian actor, producer, singer and dancer, we know he is
another of Hollywood's great philanthropists, would he support a campaign
that talks about taking advantage of Peer to Peer and Blockchain technology
in favor of planetary citizenship?
Hackman, he knows how to move well to take advantage of his fame, could
he be a speaker and spread the message among the other members of the
profession? It raises funds for a wide variety of causes, including poverty, the
environment and microcredit programs for developing countries, but what
happens when the credits turn out to be returned only with a social
consideration? What happens if there are HELP BONDS for social projects?
What happens when an organism provides social benefit without charging
expenses or financial interest?
Edward Norton, in addition to the United Nations Goodwill Ambassador,
raises funds for the conservation of the Maasai communities. What would
happen if I knew the alternative of a social innovation movement that gives
men and women useful tools for solidarity and shared joy?
Would you support a World Bank whose profit motive is the communion of
souls, instead of profitability and financial productivity?
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Would it promote the development of an activity that legitimizes the
responsibility of each citizen in the construction of the world they inhabit?
Please, this is a direct call for George Clooney and Brad Pitt, Hugh
Hackman and Edward Norton, and, above all, for you: Matt Damon. You
who have media magnet and a faithful audience that listens to what they say,
speak louder than politicians, as true citizens of THE GLOBAL NATION that
is THE EARTH.

Hello, Meryl Streep ... I hope that health and joy
are embraced in the heart of your soul, we greet you with affection and respect
to tell you the following:
The whole world knows that you are a prestigious American theater, film and
television actress, 20-time Oscar nominee.
You have received 31 Golden Globe nominations. But few people know that
Meryl Streep is free.
In a London film festival you wore a T-shirt with this printed phrase "I prefer
to be a rebel than a slave".
We are writing to you because you collaborate with several non-governmental
organizations, always at your own pace, getting involved in those matters that
move you from within, regardless of who occupies the chair of the Oval Office
of the White House.
Already in your first role in Hollywood, you had responded with spontaneity
and sincerity to a surly and powerful producer during a casting.
Your way of approaching life does not extend only to your work of
interpretation, we know that you have been leading noble causes for 35 years.
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From your facet of public character, with your own time and money, you have
used your energy to say and do what you considered appropriate and timely,
so we speak directly to you in this open letter, Meryl.
You were a pioneer in demanding equal pay in Hollywood. You also rebelled
against "early retirement" and, perhaps this is the turning point that alerts us
to your sympathy and connection with the ENERGYS Method, as it provides
those over 45 with no employment opportunity, and retirees prematurely, to
follow connected to society through the Economy of Cooperation that extols
its value as human beings with numerous attributes and treasures.
Woman with a political conscience, we invite you to become a person of
humanitarian conscience that helps raise the planetary citizenship above the
labyrinth of slavery.
If in 2015 you were able to send 535 letters written in your own handwriting to
each of the US congressmen, what if you simply lend your testimony in a
documentary titled "CREATING TOGETHER THE IMPROVED SOCIETY".
And if we explain quietly and with evidence that there is no need to go through
the politicians and governments so that the citizens of the world recover their
freedom. We have the perfect formula for equality to be a reality. Would you
like us to meet, yes?
We love your performance in the movie "Silkwood" (Mike Nichols 1983).
You were perfect as a nuclear unionist and a single mother.
But perhaps the most important is the denunciation implicit in the film "The
Manchurian Candidate" (2004 version based on the novel by Richard
Condon). The M-K-Ultra programs are already known by the world population.
You worked with Robert Redford on "Lions for Lambs", where journalism
and politics meet and the naivety of duty to the homeland that buries lives of
genius.
Redford has analyzed different aspects of American culture in his films
"Ordinary people”, "Quiz Show" and "The man who whispered to horses",
maybe you could spread this message (please). The controversy of the war, the
manipulation of the traditional means of communication and the passivity of
young people before the current sick society are not exclusive issues of the
United States of America.
In the scene of the movie where the phrase "The problem is not with the people
who started this.
The problem is of all of us who do not do anything ", he put goose bumps on
more than one spectator.
During the First World War, thousands of British soldiers died in a futile attack
against German soldiers who were well entrenched.
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Stanley Kubrick's anti-war film "Paths of Glory" (1957) perfectly defines the
forced criticism of the arrogance of the British army officers who, from the
security of the rear, drank tea while young people were sacrificed in an absurd
way.
This makes sense the statement "Nowhere have I seen such lions driven by such
lambs".
The elite behind the shadows of institutions are the lambs.
The lions are the rest of the citizens of the planet who live in fear and unaware
of their potential. But if the natural human gifts and the particular talents of
men and women could manifest themselves in society, do we achieve an
improved society? ...
Our answer is yes, Meryl, and that is why we need you to champion the banner
of the Fundamental Humanist Principles and HUMANIZED Capitalism.
You want to help us spread the Consciousness of Unity, the Universal
Fraternity, the General Welfare and the Shared Joy, yes?
You know about the innate sovereignty of the soul. You know that it is
legitimate to recover the dignity and the freedom of the population of the
planet, as well as to save from the abuse of natural resources a PLANET that
suffers and complains.
If you bet on a healthy, peaceful and supportive world, you will surely be
involved with access to the Improved Society. Will you pass it on to Robert
Redford, please?
Both can participate in different ways in the Planetary Citizen Agenda. We ask
that you lead the social innovation movement for the awakening of global
consciousness. Thank you very much Meryl Steep!

Hello, Robert Downey Jr ... I hope that health and
joy are embraced in the heart of your soul, we greet you with affection and
respect to tell you the following:
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You are a respected actor in the film industry. In recent years you have starred
in six films that raised more than 500 million dollars each at the box office.
You were unforgettable in the construction of the character of Chaplin,
although you are better known as the superhero Iron Man.
And it is of "super powers" that we want to talk to you, Robert, without
forgetting the depth of a character, the most vital of all: oneself and its human
potential.
You are one of the best paid actors in Hollywood, what do you do with so much
money?
Your character Tony Stark (Iron Man) is one of the richest men in the world.
It is dedicated to doing good. What actions related to the rest of the citizens
and the planet do you play as a human being?
Robert, do you agree with us that the awakening of consciousness is a
necessity among the world population of people hypnotized by the fiction of
the world?
For a large number of young people, the superheroes in the movies mean much
more than flying and fighting the "bad guys".
They often symbolize ideals of justice and icons of moral and ethical rectitude.
For children, the adventures that are experienced on the big screen, are
unattainable dreams that illustrate their fantastic world where good triumphs
but, when leaving the cinema room and abandon the magic of the film, the
blow of the hard reality.
However, from your fantastic throne, you can explain to the new generations
that war and hunger are evils that can easily be eradicated just like in a movie,
it is enough to have a good script and well-crafted characters.
In this sense, the script of the story that we propose to you, Robert, is the access
to the healthy and peaceful and solidary world. The characters are the people,
all the citizens from their most human and powerful environment.
You better than anyone else can explain to the citizens of the world that they
are much more than what they have told us in elementary school.
To praise the natural gifts and the particular talents as a sign of superpowers
in society, is the first step so that the best version of our civilization is an
attainable goal, do you feel like cooperating?
We understand that utopia is a place that has not yet been reached. It has
nothing to do with an impossible.
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It has to do with attitude and plan of action, methodology and behavior,
perseverance and commitment, enthusiasm and responsibility. Do you
consider that it is the responsibility of all men and women in the world to
reduce poverty and crime or is it the exclusive responsibility of governments
and international organizations?
In 2008 it seemed crazy the project of Marvel that would make a film alone,
without the "help" of the big studios, but everything went perfect (they are
preparing the sixth installment of the saga).
They left "their comfort zone" and emancipated themselves from the
Hollywood system. Exactly this is what is needed at this moment for the
citizenship of the planet, emancipation! Autonomy and independence.
The vehicle is called the Planetary Digital Social Currency ENERGYS.
Marvel and you made the same boring cartoons of always became an
extraordinary appointment for the loyal public at the box office.
In the same way, the repetitive and predictable lives of men and women now
obtain emotion and significance when investing the pyramid. We endow the
world population with the control of their existence, just like superheroes who
suddenly discover their own superpowers.
Your fans will be delighted that you talk to them about the altruistic evolution
and the anarchy of the soul.
Your parents and mothers will applaud you for rescuing the dignity and
freedom of your children. You become a real-life hero who frees us from the
reality of slavery.
A giant question opens up: what is the Cooperation Economy and how does it
benefit the planetary citizens?
Can current capitalism be humanized? ... Of course! It is the only way to survive
the decline of our sick society.
No need to go barefoot or be a "nerd". Nor put on the disguise of the comics.
It is enough with mutual trust and reciprocal help to obtain general well-being
and a joy that is shared.
We talk about ENERGYS Method. Robert, we would like you to meet and
divulge, promoting this spirit of the millennium as the best spokesman.
Surely you're saying, what are you talking about?
Well, sometimes, it is not necessary to fight against the bad guys. We only have
to face the worst enemy or the best ally we each have: ourselves.
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We do not pretend to overthrow the power located in the dome of the System.
We only invite the world population to practice a more interesting and
pleasant alternative to the current traditional economic mechanism.
But without your media speaker, few teenagers and young people are the ones
who listen to us. Do you understand your useful function for the improvement
of society?
Robert, we urge you as a popular character of media relevance to support and
boost the cause of social innovation of NATION GLOBAL ENERGYS.

Hello, Salma Hayek ... I hope that health and joy are
embraced in the heart of your soul, we greet you with affection and respect to
tell you the following:
Not only are you a film, theater and television actress, you are also an
entrepreneur and producer.
We communicate with you because we know that you were born in Veracruz,
Mexico (1966), and that you promote actions in favor of the most
disadvantaged, especially in relation to the rights of girls and women around
the world.
In addition to Spanish, you speak Arabic, French and English, and your studies
in international relations point you as the Latin spokesperson of the ENERGYS
Method. Would you like to inhabit a healthier, more peaceful and solidary
planet?
Nicknamed the "Latin bomb", fights with nails and teeth to carry out a project
and, that's what it is, the Economy of Cooperation, to humanize capitalism, to
recover dignity and freedom, are you interested?
Salma, your unforgettable "Frida Kahlo" (2003), told us about a great woman
subjected to a lot of pain and constant physical suffering.
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That happens to our species, enslaved, dominated, subdued. But just as Frida
found in the painting an escape valve and an opportunity for her art, so the
Planetary Digital Social Currency is for citizens an opportunity for the
consciousness of unity and universal fraternity.
You, you consider the general welfare and shared joy as a priority, yes?
The 1% of the world population has been erected as "owner of the world"
compared to 99% of the seven thousand five hundred million inhabitants of
the planet, do you think it is good that 200 families abuse the rest of the human
race?
Your social commitment is precisely what leads us to invite you to lead the
campaign of the Improved Society.
As you did in your usual humanitarian activities, it is about influencing the
dissemination of mutual trust and reciprocal help as a basis for all economic
exchange. You were the image of different brands, why not become the icon of
NATION GLOBAL ENERGYS? ...
The word "salma" in Arabic means "PEACE and CALM". Precisely what our
convulsive world urgently needs.
We do not know the meaning of the word "HAYEK" but we do know that you
are a whirlwind of women, both in the joy of living and in the effort you make
to your projects.
We would like you to feel the Planetary Digital Social Currency as a project
of your personal, social and humanitarian significance.
Remember when you wanted to try your luck in Los Angeles and, at the
beginning, nobody offered you an opportunity to demonstrate your particular
skills and abilities. They told you in Hollywood studios that you were born in
the wrong country, but we cannot tell the men and women of the world that
they were born on the wrong planet, right?
You heard many times "We cannot take the risk with you". Take the risk of
transforming the world with us, yes?
For some reason you put your daughter's name Valentina ... You have to be
brave! Take risk. Take responsibility for one's life and commit to a life full of
meaning, just as you have done, do we agree?
You know step on the red carpet and use international festivals as platforms in
defense for a better world.
Beyond a pretty face, you are a human being with social conscience.
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You take advantage of the occasions that bring you fame to attract attention,
and, now, you can also leave your mark on the history of our civilization by
connecting the Islamic world with the Western world through the Economy of
Cooperation: the altruistic evolution that humanizes the global economic
transactions.
It is another philanthropic task that deserves to be in the head of priorities of
your list, Salma.
Common issues such as gender violence, AIDS, cancer, human rights,
discrimination against immigrants, have a lot to do with finances. What if
money is created by people, by and for people?
You are a fun and vital woman, and so is ENERGYS Method. Maybe, and
something curious you're wondering, and how can I be useful?
You and many other people can serve the movement of social innovation that
talks about avoiding crime and unemployment, as well as positioning the
Fundamental Humanist Principles in the daily routine on a planetary level.
Perhaps you can extend this invitation to Shakira and Penelope Cruz, Javier
Bardem and Antonio Banderas, Beyoncé and Halle Berry, Blake Lively,
John Legend, and, above all, Richard Gere. Thank you very much!

Hello, Will Smith ... I hope that health and
joy are embraced in the heart of your soul, we greet you with affection and
respect to tell you the following:
You are much more than an American actor and rapper who has succeeded in
his two artistic facets. You are a person who inspires, for this reason we contact
you.
Your unforgettable portrayal of boxing icon Cassius Clay / Muhammad Ali,
says many more things than appear on the surface of the film, which includes
the historical incidents of the murders of Malcolm X and Martin Luther
King, Jr.
Ali shocked the United States in 1967 for refusing to perform military service.
I did not want to kill anyone. I did not want to go fight Vietnam.
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It is a legitimate decision, and an act of spiritual coherence, since it tunes in
with the Natural Law (never harming or damaging another living being),
however, this led to jail.
Because of his rejection of the war, he was imprisoned, stripped of his title, and
banned from boxing for three and a half years, during which time he fell into
physical and moral misery and personal ruin.
But as the Phoenix Bird was reborn from its ashes. It gave the great surprise
when recovering the world-wide title (1974).
Ali was punished for not going to war to kill other people. The System is unfair.
He calls the war a legal act, and, a noble and dignified act, condemns and
punishes it. Is today's society sick? Will, do you like the world you live in? ...
As Chris Gadner "In Search of Happiness" you sell bone scans for medical
consultations in the city.
You invested all your savings in these devices, you bought them, you must sell
them all, and the family is left in ruins when you do not get it. The wife leaves
you, leaving you with the young child.
The characters suffer one misfortune after another, but that does not stop the
father from struggling to provide a better life for his son.
It is a story of personal improvement. It becomes a trip of triumph when
getting a job to get sales, but ... is this happiness? Happiness is finding a job?
You have to look for happiness or it is a way of being and being, that is, a state
of mind...
The cinema sends message. The messages, some subtle and covert, are often
for the population to understand what their role is in the System's machinery.
The elite located in the pyramid dome (New World Order), has manufactured
a human farm as a prison where human beings are enslaved to consume them
as slaves. In the movie "I, Robot" robots are part of daily life on earth as a
workforce of the human species, and respect the three laws of robotics:
1.- A robot will not harm a human being or, due to inaction, allow a human
being to suffer damage.
2.- A robot must make or carry out the orders given by human beings, unless
these orders enter into conflict with the 1st Law.
3.- A robot must protect its own existence insofar as this protection does not
conflict with the 1st or 2nd Law.
The self-styled "masters of the world" have manufactured automata that will
never turn against their creators.
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Laws and courts of justice exist as a measure of protection for the New World
Order. Government’s religions and money exist to control them. Publicity and
official culture and programmed entertainment are the indoctrination of the
elite that hides behind the Institutions.
The moral is that the robots (men and women of the world), in reality, are
harming themselves, instead of protecting their humanity.
And so, with the first Law is enough: A person/citizen will not harm any Master
of the World, nor the System that organizes the ecosystem of robots that fit
like pieces in the gear of the machinery so that it continues to work.
Will, you understand the importance of what you transmit as an actor in the
movies, and, you understand the vitality of your role as a human being in
today's society that faces a crossroads ... do you wonder which one?
Are we going to continue perpetuating the Sick Society or are we going to
contribute to the birth of the IMPROVED SOCIETY?
Smith, you are an essential pillar to build a better society. Do you want to help?
You can lead the movement that is urgent and necessary in our time.
Disseminate the Planetary Citizen Agenda. Act actively with the ENERGYS
Team, Will Smith. Maybe you can devise a rap for the world population to
dance to the rhythm of the healthy and peaceful and solidary world inhabited
by human souls.

Hello, Woody Harrelson ... I hope that health and
joy embrace in the bosom of your soul, we greet you with affection and respect
for following:
We deeply appreciate you telling us how to spend the money more wisely. We
must stop fattening the corporations that destroy our health and the planet.
You also mention in your activities the urgency to protect the sequoias of the
Pacific. You were part of several protests against the invasion of Iraq (2003).
Now we ask you, is a healthier, more peaceful and solidary world possible? ...
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We are convinced that yes, that this ideal vibrates in the human soul of the
population of the Earth, and that the Planetary Digital Social Currency that
speaks of Human Currency and Solidarity Capital is the altruistic evolution
that our era needs.
As the protagonist of the film that tells the story of Hustler magazine, we see a
metaphor. The success of the publication turns Larry Flynt into an eccentric
millionaire who defies the System when they begin to pressure him.
Flynt becomes involved in several lawsuits related to the laws of obscenity and
freedom of expression. Together with his lawyer, they are attacked by a sniper
when leaving a court. The owner of Hustler is in a wheelchair, paralyzed from
the waist down with severe pain.
It happened like that. Larry was prostrate for life in a wheelchair, but continued
with the direction of his empire, fighting for civil rights in the United States
and freedom of expression. They did not manage to subdue it!
In many ways, to you, as a citizen, either. You state openly that "Politicians
are actors". Not only are you clear and direct, you deserve applause for your
sincerity and spontaneity. You affirmed in an interview "They usually repeat
the lines that someone writes".
What is the use of a government president if he is incapable of thinking what
to say to the people who have elected him to solve the country's challenges? ...
Politics should be the art of making what is necessary possible, but reality
shows that all political colors, once in power, focus only on helping their
friends and making dirty money, in addition to giving favors to those who they
have placed in the positions in the form of approval of laws of marked social
injustice.
But Woody, and if there was a way through which people could express
themselves outside the State and the Market, exercising the freedom to express
their gifts and talents in society, do you want to know more?
Human excellence can be channeled from the economy, but we speak of a
humanized capitalism, of a silent revolution. Can you sign up?
Perhaps the best way to show respect for other living beings and a healthy
eating habit is not to eat red meat.
Your vegan status illustrates the public condemnation against animal abuse.
Maybe because of that synchronicity with other celebrities, you can get this
call to any fellow professional or citizen with a bit of social conscience, to be
involved in the propagation of the ENERGYS spirit.
We are thinking for example of Natalie Portman, Pamela Anderson, Tobey
Maguire, Kristen Bell, Chris Martin, Russell Brand, and Alicia
Silverstone, among others.
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Keanu Reeves, Jim Carrey, Leonardo DiCaprio, Angelina Jolie, Matt Damon, Meryl
Streep, Robert Downey Jr., Salma Hayek, Will Smith, Woody Harrelson… If we agree

on these 10 points of Decalogue ENERGYS, then we agree that things on Earth
are upside down ... The wrong people are in jail and are free who cause wars and
economic fraud. The wrong people are in positions of power, while people with
principles are far from positions of authority. Wealth is poorly distributed. Those
who already have a lot, continue to accumulate more and more, and those who
have little, their natural riches are taken away from them until nothing is left.
By extolling Law and Order, it turns out that the opposing enemies have more
things in common than the things that can unite them to their respective peoples,
for example, Nixon and Brezhnev had more things in common among them, than
the things that Nixon could have in relation to the American people.
J.Edgar Hoover had much more in common with the head of the Soviet Secret
Police, than he ever had with the American citizens ... It is the issue of world
finances that unites governments and financial institutions leaving aside the
planetary citizenship. They meet in forums and come out in the photos shaking
hands and smiling like real friends, all comrades in favor of the Laws and the
System that dominates the men and women of the planet.
The current power is an abuse and, in addition, it is illegitimate and immoral. The
brutal authority exerted by the force of the institutions, the police and the military,
deprives people of their natural gifts and their particular talents. Is this the world
in which we want to continue living? ...
Junk “food or garbage" that really contains neither healthy nor natural food. It can
be called "food" to products chemically treated or altered by genetic engineering
... There is no reason that can be argued from the heart by which people continue
to die of hunger on our planet. The houses are cleaned with poisonous products
for health when any degradable soap would enough ...
We accept the guidelines of the rulers and publicity and of those who impose
religious beliefs without questioning, analyzing, without reflecting or going into a
deeper analysis into the nature and harmonies of things.
A System that does not respect the Consciousness of Unity, Universal Fraternity,
General Welfare and Shared Joy is a System that does not work, why then does it
work through the traditional economic mechanism?
It is time to give value to the Human Currency and the Social Capital, it is time
for GLOBAL NATION ENERGYS.
The Planetary Digital Social Currency puts in place the redistribution of
people's natural resources. Observe the world with the eyes of the soul instead of
watching television ... Enough obedience of civil society to rules and regulations
that undermine the dignity and true freedom of people.
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We must resist to remain in suffering, agony to achieve the common good that
generates happiness ... or continue as mistreat it and exploited civilian sheep flock
... feudalism and System is the same thing with a different disguise ... We will allow
the same Middle Ages in the XXI century ... yes? Or not?
Law and Order have increased social injustices. The arbitrary authority is the most
loved by the leaders and a plague for the world population. GLOBAL NATION
ENERGYS is transcending the limits imposed by force from the programming for
indoctrination that entails apathy, superficiality, materialism and submission.
What happens if people begin to take responsibility for their lives instead of
continuing to leave it in the hands of the State, the Market, spiritual Gurus and
Religion…
The awakening of citizen consciousness and the daily practice of social innovation
from planetary citizenship, apart from institutions, is an opportunity to create
together an improved version of our civilization?

WE PROPOSE THE PLANETARY CITIZEN AGENDA
How is the IMPROVED SOCIETY born?
All the banks of the world charge interest and generate debt, except World Bank GIFTS
and TALENTS that generates social benefit.
All crypto currencies are sterile, artificial and dead, except Planetary Social Digital
Currency that constitutes the human currency when life is giving.
All governments’ database and intelligence agencies contain secret information of
exclusive use, except Free Universal Public Registry that discloses the data of the citizens
of the world in a transparent and open manner.
ENERGYS GLOBAL NATION understand the current human condition, making
economic transaction between people as an activity full of meaning, dignity, freedom and
allow the details of our civilization reflected in cyberspace.
"We have more than 1,300 crypto currencies that operate in the world, more of the same.
All aligned with the reserve value and speculation, always within the System. None
contains the Human Currency. None generates social innovation. None is solidify capital.
Only gain and greed without the intervention of the energy of human being.
Pride is their goal with external reward, instead of using the gifts and talents to govern the
economy of the planet.
However, what is vital is the activity that is carried out, the how and for what it is carried
out. The method of payment or the methodology of the economic transaction is never
final. While the soul is not the engine, capitalism doesn’t humanized.
Because of this simple reason, ENERGYS Method is the money of people, the Planetary
Digital Social Currency by and for people. Citizens determine the world and the best
society, regardless of the System "- Ol Sasha. Method ENERGYS – ACT DIFFERENTLY.
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https://globalnation.site

DIRECT MESSAGE FROM THE ENERGYS TEAM.
- IF YOU KNOW IT GET THIS AUDIOVISUAL LETTER PLEASE

EMAIL CONTACT: hello@globalnation.site
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